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Intro 

Bali is an island located in the island-string of Indonesia to the north of Australia. The island of Bali 

lies between the island of Java to the west and the island of Lombok to the east and has a population of 

about 3.9 million people. 

The capital is Denpasar which is located on the south side of the island and which also features the 

currently only international airport on Bali; Ngurah Rai International Airport. The ICAO-code is 

WADD and the airport is also known as Bandar Udara Intl or Denpasar/Bali Intl. The airport is located 

13km south of Denpasar and about 2.5km from the larger city of Kuta 

Ngurah Rai Intl. is the third busiest airport in the entire Indonesia and carried about 20 million people 

in 2016. The domestic terminal is more than 9,000m
2
 and features 3 gates whereas the international 

terminal covers an area of more than 28,600m
2
 and features in total 14 gates. The airport is named after 

a Balinese hero that was killed in 1946; I Gusti Ngurah Rai and is a category IX meaning the airport is 

capable of serving aircrafts like the Airbus A380 and other heavy wide-body aircrafts. 

This rendition of Bali created by Aerosoft covers the entire Ngurah Rai International airport together 

with the nearby city to the north and the famous water-highway to the east. This scenery does not cover 

the entire island of Bali. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



General Information & Airport Specs 

 

 Airport Name Ngurah Rai International Airport   

 Airport Type Public - both International and Domestic 

 Owner Government of Indonesia 

 Operator PT Angkasa Pura I 

 Website www.bali-airport.com 

   

 ICAO WADD (formerly WRRR) 

 IATA DPS 

 Freq: 

o Tower 118.100 

o Approach 119.700 

o Ground 118.900 

o ATIS 126.200 

o Info 113.090 

   

 Location Kuta, Badung, Bali   

 Elevation 14 ft / 4 m 

 Coordinates 08
0
44’53”S 115

0
10’03E 

 Runways  

o 09/27 Asphalt 9,842’ / 3,000m 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Purchase, Download and Installation 

I purchased this scenery directly at www.FSPilotShop.com and the purchase and download went as 

always with ease. The entire download was quickly completed and this even though the Zip-file which 

is named ASD-1778 was in total 742Mb. 

The scenery is compatible with FSX, FSX;SE and Prepar3D v3 and this review is based on the scenery 

version v1.02 for FSX (standard) with the Acceleration Pack installed. Version v1.02 versus the release 

version, features fixed water polygon error and fixed general water polygons around the scenery as well 

as a VOR antenna that was missing; also there has been added a FTX vector option in the configuration 

tool. 

The installation was performed perfectly and with ease using the included installation wizard. Actually, 

there are two installations that needs to be completed to get the full features of the scenery however, the 

second installation is a third-party freeware add-on (SODE) that only has to be installed if you do not 

have it installed already or do not wish to use the features it provides. 

I already had the SODE software installed, so the installation of the scenery itself was completed 

within 30 seconds or so. The installation wizard features an auto-find FSX main folder, so all I had to 

do was to activate the installation wizard and apply the serial key (license key) needed to activate the 

scenery – very user friendly. 

During the process of installation I got the opportunity to customize some of the features and details 

which could help out older systems to gain a better performance. The options were to either include or 

exclude 3D grass together with either full or limited density of the various vegetations. Installing both 

options would be rather resource intensive as Aerosoft nicely points out, however I did install both 

options to get a full view of the scenery and I did not notice any significant impact on my frames. 

There is also an option to turn off the approach light – but why that should be a good idea I do not 

understand and I did not turn off these lights. The last option is the SODE software which is used to 

control the jetways – this I had already installed due to other sceneries that uses this software, and I just 

checked the option to include the SODE in this scenery as well. 

The SODE software is freeware software developed by Jeffrey Stahli. SODE stands for SimObject 

Display Engine and is used to bring life to the jetways included in the scenery, which is user activated 

using a similar selection window as the ATC for taxiing etc. 

 

 

 

http://www.fspilotshop.com/


Tools, Supporting Programs & Customization 

This scenery also comes with an 11 page PDF manual together with a 29 page PDF-file containing 

various airport charts for the entire airport (incl. SIDs and STARs) and also a configuration tool. All 

files are located within the Aerosoft folder in the main FSX folder. 

The Manual is a short PDF manual of 11 pages written in both German and English that describes the 

most essentials like the installation and un-installation of the scenery, the configuration tool and the 

SODE software. The manual is written very well and is very understandable even though neither of the 

languages is my primary language. 

The charts PDF file contains a great library of the most common and used aviation and airport chart for 

flight to and from Ngurah Rai International Airport. There are charts for both runway 09 and 27 such as 

the General information, AFC, AGC, APC, RNAV for both SIDs and STARs as well as ILS, RNAV 

IAC, VOR DME and MRC. All charts are of courtesy of the Lufthansa Systems FlightNav Inc and 

provide the simmer with all the information needed to fly commercial airliners or similar to and from 

the island using e.g. FMC planning. That all these charts are freely provided for the simmer as extras in 

the download, is in my honest opinion absolutely awesome and certainly adds to the overall usage of 

the scenery. 

The configuration tool is a tool where you can change the scenery settings as the option during the 

installation process and hereby customize the scenery for your computers performance. You cannot 

customize everything but details like 3D grass, the density of the vegetation, the SODE, FTX Vector 

and the approach light can be switched on and off. The buildings created for this scenery are designed 

with a 2048-resolution, but this can also be altered manually in the FSX.CFG under the [Graphics] 

section. 

If you are using Prepar3D v3 or newer, you are also able to use the included Avatar named Frank – this 

however I have not tested since my test was only performed on FSX.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Buildings 

Touring the scenery was a very nice experience. I started with a helicopter flight above the scenery that 

is covering the entire airport and the nearby city and what I saw, was a truly authentic airport with very 

detailed and very realistic buildings that was modeled fairly accurately and in accordance with real life 

images that I could find on the internet and from my private photo album.  

Unfortunately there are a few errors in the scenery as e.g. a couple of buildings that I believe are 

hangars and which are located on the south side of the airport. These hangars are there in real life 

according to Google-Earth image from 18
th

 of April 2017 but they are not included in the scenery – if 

that is because the scenery was created before these buildings were build in real life or if it is because 

the scenery is modeled after old images, I cannot say. 

 

The detailing of the buildings is superb and the textures used are certainly high quality, multi-layer 

textures that provides the scenery with a great and realistic atmosphere. It is easy to see that the main 

focus has been on creating the fronts of the buildings (towards the gates and runway) where the 

buildings are of a better general quality then the side of the buildings facing the city. Also the parking 

areas for cars and the city roads in general are of a lower quality then expected - That is okay and 

understandable however I would have expected an equal quality all over the scenery. 

I also very much enjoyed viewing the buildings diversity, and especially viewing the buildings up close 

where I could easily see the complexity of the high quality textures providing the buildings with e.g. 



wear and tear - that is created beautifully and absolutely helps the scenery create a certain realism and 

soul. That combined with all the vegetation that has been put into this scenery absolutely gave me a 

very authentic experience – all I needed now was the very distinctive original Balinese music playing 

in the background. 

Taking a look at the gates when arriving in e.g. an airliner I however got a bit surpriced because I could 

not find the VGDS (Visual Docking Guidance System) - this I would have expected for an airport of 

this size and with so many international operations to have in real life, but that was however no where 

to be found in the scenery. I did search the internet and found several images from the outside of the 

gates on the main terminal and I can confirm that none of these images showed any VGDS – meaning 

the scenery is very well in accordance with real life on that part. 

Investigating the gates further I tested the SODE system and this was awesome – I was able to park an 

airliner at a gate, activating the SODE menu in the Add-ons top bar and selecting a specific jetway to 

dock with the aircraft. The SODE is very user friendly and built much like the ATC menu where you 

can select various options by clicking the corresponding number. Selecting the correct jetway is also 

easy – You can from the cockpit see the gate number where you have parked the aircraft, and that gate 

number is perfectly aligned in the SODE menu with a corresponding jetway – well actually a dual 

jetway where you can select either jetway #1 or #2 or both. 

One small minus regarding the SODE was when using the jetway #2 – that jetway should normally 

dock with the 2
nd

 door if the aircraft has more than one exit in front of the wings however, when I 

selected the jetway #2 as a single selection, that jetway would still connect to the first exit meaning that 

the jetway #2 would run over the jetway #1 which of course could not happen in real life. 

The jetways are automatically controlled and are able to raise and lower the hydraulics as well as turn 

the wheels, bend the arm and extrack/retrack the walk way. When connecting to the aircraft the 

“harmonica-part” of the jetway nicely bended accordingly to the curve of the aircraft and also twisting 

near the cockpit which was really awesome. 

The city buildings are of a fair quality and do resemble Balinees buildings style and did create a 

realistic atmosphere. What I also discovered was the bridge-system over the waters on the east side of 

the airport – that is the famous Nusa Dua Bridge Toll Road which is also included in the scenery and 

which also features great details as lightpoles, asphalt markings and road traffic as well as the 

monument buildings placed at each end of the bridge system. Absolutely pure eye-candy! 

That said, I did find a few buildings near the airport end of the bridge system that was “falling into the 

water” I believe that is due to the elevation of the scenery in that area or maybe due to some error with 

the ground textures or similar.   

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Aprons, Taxi- and Runways 

Taking a closer look to the runway, the taxiways and both the GA apron and international apron, I 

discovered very high quality and it absolutely seemed to me that this had also been a high focus area of 

the scenery. 

The textures used are high quality and I certainly like all the small details that I just kept on finding 

when walking this scenery and looking at the ground up close. The asphalt and the concrete are 

certainly created with an eye for the detail and simply looking at the ground scenery was just pure eye 

candy.  

There are so many realistic markings on the aprons, the taxiways and the runway – there are oil stains, 

wear and tear, variation on concrete and asphalt colors, realistic rough edges on the asphalt layers and 

just so much more. The vegetation fulfills the experience and the grass textures are very real and all 

combined just improved the experience of the scenery greatly. 

Comparing the ground scenery to Google-Earth images I found the resemblance to be exceptionally 

good with only a few minor exceptions. E.g. the runway 09 takeoff end which is located on an artificial 

built land, has in real life some markings with wear and tear, and what I discovered when comparing 

my pictures from the scenery with the image from Google-Earth was a superb resemblance.  

If you take a look at the Google-Earth image (included) you will be able to count the darkened arrows 

on the pre-threshold, and see that one of the arrows are missing the northern part which is also missing 

in the scenery. It looks like the pre-threshold has been closed and scraped off in real life and that is 

clearly created in the scenery as well. Also the back-track marking is created in the scenery however 

with more color than in real life.  

In the same section I did also find one of the small exceptions where the markings were not 100% 

accurate, which is the very faded white center arrow just short of the threshold which indicated the 

permanently displaced threshold – this was not to be seen in the scenery. I know this is an extremely 

small detail and to be honest I actually had to look very close to find such a mishap! The ground 

scenery is awesome and very realistic. 

I also found the gate parking markings to be superb especially the marking of where the aircraft must 

park the nose-wheel to fit the jetways. There are marked B747, A330, B777, A300, A320 and B737 

which probably are the most common airliners to dock with the jetways. The images from Google-

Earth was unfortunately not clear enough to verify these markings however I was lucky enough to find 

a few pictures on the internet supporting and verifying these markings – I do not have the rights for 

these pictures and unfortunately cannot include them in this review. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Static & Dynamic Scenery 

The Bali X scenery is filled with an abundance of static airport environment elements such as airport 

pallets, stairways, baggage trolleys etc. and also features a great number of airport vehicles as tractors, 

various carts, conveyer belt cars and other airport cars, transfer busses, pushback tugs and much more 

however, most of all these elements, especially the various cars etc. are only static elements meaning 

that the dynamic scenery is actually quite limited. I only found a few moving vehicles during all my 

tests in the scenery and that even though all my settings regarding the dynamic scenery was at max 

(100%). 

That said, the quality and realism of the airport elements, both static and AI, are good quality with great 

and realistic modeling, good quality textures and a nice finish and overall very authentic which 

absolutely adds very positively to the overall impression of the airport environment. 

I have a max setting (100%) for both GA aviation traffic as well as commercial airliners traffic and I 

unfortunately did not experience the airport as being the busy airport that I was expecting when looking 

at the real world passengers carried in e.g. 2016. I used the scenery for several flights covering 24 

hours a day and all seasons and to be honest I was very disappointed with the missing traffic. 

All the static and the few dynamic elements that is created in the scenery all did contribute to a very 

realistic and authentic experience of the airport however, I did not experience the airport as being a 

living environment and I really was missing the airport employees or in general just people in the 

scenery. Normally I find a lot of static or even animated people in high quality sceneries but in the Bali 

X it was like visiting a ghost airport, and I was not very pleased with that experience, sorry to say. 

Airport illumination is very fair quality looking at the lights from the light-poles, external lights on 

buildings as well as the various lights for the runway and taxiways. The lights are featuring a warm and 

soft shine that is also clear and do illuminate the scenery realistically. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Conclusion 

Wrapping up my experience of the Bali X scenery from Aerosoft I am a bit torn. I did expect a high 

quality scenery and in many ways this was also what I discovered however, there is still possibilities 

for improvements which there probably always are. 

The scenery is a very complex scenery with high quality modeling and texturing and the buildings are 

very well created in the Balinese construction style and fairly in accordance with the real world images 

that I found on the internet and Google-Earth.  

The buildings are placed very accurately and the detailing of both buildings and the runway and 

taxiways are absolutely superb. There are a few errors in the scenery in regards to elevation and 

buildings not created as per real life, but overall a very beautiful and realistic rendition of the Bali 

airport and supporting scenery. 

Experiencing the Bali X scenery was truly a very good and realistic experience and Aerosoft did 

accomplish to capture the unique and mystique atmosphere surrounding this Indonesian island which is 

also a famous and awesome holiday destination.  

I would have loved seeing a more developed dynamic scenery also including people and more general 

airport traffic. Also when I first read that Aerosoft had created a Bali X scenery I really hoped this also 

had included the entire island(s) and not just the airport and close surrounding scenery.  

I tested this airport on the max settings of my FSX as well as the max settings of the included scenery 

configuration tool and got a nice and smooth performance – No major drop in frame rates and the 

loading time for a flight was like any other scenery. 

The Bali X scenery scored a beautiful 4.47 out of 5 and is certainly a scenery that I can recommend for 

my fellow simmers. Truly an awesome destination with a high quality scenery which is fit for both 

commercial airliners as well as visiting the island as corporate or even just flying GA. 

I would like to thank the team at Aerosoft for creating this beautiful rendition of the Ngurah Rai 

International Airport and surrounding scenery. Keep up the excellent work! 

 

Rays Aviation 

 

 

 



Technical Requirements and Review Computer Specifications 

 

Technical Requirements – data supplied by developer 

 Microsoft Flight Simulator X (with SP2 or Acceleration), or FSX;SE or Prepar3D v3 

 Windows 7 / 8 / 10 

 CPU with 2.8Ghz or faster (Dual core processor recommended) 

 Min. 1Gb free hard disk space 

 3D graphic card with at least 256Mb 

 Min. 1024Mb RAM 

 

 

Review Computer Specifications 

 Windows 10 (64-bit) 

 FSX + Acceleration Pack installed 

 Intel Core™ i7-4790K 4x4.00GHz (Turbo 4x4.40GHz) 

 Asus Maximus VII Ranger (ROG-series) 

 Antec Kuhler H20 650 Water Cooler 

 Kingston HyperX Beast-series 32Gb DDR3-2133 RAM 

 500Gb Samsung 850 EVO SSD 

 3Tb Seagate Barracura (7200rpm, 6Gb/s) 

 Asus GeForce GTX 980 Strix OC 4Gb 

 150/150Mbit Fiber Internet Connection 

 REX Overdrive for FSX 

 


